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2021 GSBF Bonsai
Rendezvous event on

October 2 and 3, 2021
Help spread the word about the

July 28th at 7:00PM—

2021 GSBF Bonsai Rendezvous

This month’s club zoom
meeting guest is Adam
Jones, coming to us
from the other side of
the world - Japan. He will be conducting a presentation about “The Life of an
American Bonsai Professional in Japan.”

event on October 2 and 3, 2021, at

After completing University degrees in The Fine Arts and Education in the United States, Adam Jones developed his cultural appreciation and world
knowledge by spending a number of years teaching English in various countries throughout Asia. During those years he fell in love with the Japanese culture, particularly bonsai. After completing a five-year apprenticeship at one of
the most renowned bonsai gardens in Japan, Mansei-En, located in the Omiya
Bonsai Village, outside of Tokyo, Adam received certification as a bonsai professional from the Nippon Bonsai Association.

the year.

Luckily for Sei Boku Kai’s club members, Adam will virtually transport us
to his adopted country of Japan. All aboard!

the Hotel Mission de Oro, Santa
Nella, CA. Disseminate the inserted
flyer to the members of your club
and spread the word by mouth for
the biggest little bonsai event of

For further information if you want
to take an active role as a volun-

teer for the event, contact Rich
Guillen by calling 831-233-1612 or
email richguillen@att.net.

See Page 7 for the advertisement.

https://www.treehousebonsai.com/

Drought Care
by Jerry Carpenter

Many of us have been through this before but for those who have not, here are some
pointers and if you have any other ways please send them in to share with others

•

Use shade cloth if possible

•

Use top dressing to retain moisture.

•

Catch any water possible (shower, hose drainage, keep water in bins for
emergency use. I use Trays or suiban pots under shohin to keep hydration.

•

Catch water draining around your pots. Not always easy to use or to do but if you
have excessive run-off, catch it.
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President’s Message
By Steve Iwaki
We are halfway through the year. Life looks closer to preCovid days with mask wearing as an option.
Summer heat is starting to come in heat waves for the next
few months. Deciduous bonsai benefit from mid-day shade.
Watch for sun damage and continue rotating your trees for even growth. Warmer
days also means watering more frequently to keep your trees thriving. Monitor soil
conditions as your trees may need watering twice a day.
Speaking of water, how can we keep our bonsai happy and healthy, yet still comply
with California’s water restriction guidelines? It could be as simple as keeping a

bucket in your shower to catch the water as it “warms up”. This provides a source of
good, clean water to water your bonsai and other garden landscape. Or invest in a
grey water system. There are many tips on CalWater’s website to help us all conserve this precious resource. https://water.ca.gov/water-basics/conservation-tips
Unless things change (Covid-wise), I think we are at good point to have a group field
trip. Typically, we’ll visit a bonsai nursery or two, all happening from morning through
the afternoon. We’ll decide the itinerary at our next board meeting, stayed tuned!
If any of you own any of Bill McDonald’s boxwoods he was liquidating a few years
ago, now is the time to spruce them up. We’re planning a mini show to show their

2021 Calendar
July—Adam Jones (Treehouse Bonsai) Zoom Presentation
August-Dave DeGroot, Zoom Presentation TBD
September-Bonsai Challenge: Return
to in person Meetings
SBBK Annual Picnic—Sept 18 @ Gordon’s Place
October-Green Elephant Sale
November– Club Critique
December-Holiday Party
January-Shohin Display, Special
Guest presentation
As the calendar firms up, date
changes may occur. Please check
accordingly.

Editors Special Note:
Consider sharing your projects
with the club by submitting some
photos and captions for the Snip-

development. Date to follow shortly, as it will be at the beginning of one of our in-

pet. Or a short video of your

person meetings.

trees for a Zoom meeting.

And lastly, at this month’s zoom club meeting, we will be transported into the future
by 16-hours to Japan. We will be joined by Adam Jones, an American-born bonsai

Please send your entries to

jcsf1090@comcast.net

professional living in Japan. After his bonsai training at Mansei-en, he decided to
stay and open his own bonsai nursery. Rather than a demonstration, he’ll give us a
presentation on what life is like in Japan, all followed by a Q&A. It should be fun, as
well as very informative.

Reusable Zoom links
The Zoom links used for the meetings in
2021 are reusable, so members can keep
them on hand to use for a future meet-

June Recap: Jonas Dupuich’s Talk on Azalea PostBloom Care
By Jane Lancaster
Many of you may remember Jonas as a vendor

at our annual show selling quality bonsai, pots,
soils, tools, etc. His website, bonsaitonight.com

ing. The four recurring meetings each
have their own title for easy identification.
SBBK Monthly Meeting is our fourth
Wednesday evening meeting. It starts at

7:00pm.

will give you access to his store and blog. His

SBBK Monthly Workshop and Chat is our

book, The Little Book of Bonsai is also a worth-

third Saturday workshop meeting. It

while resource. A trip to visit him in Alameda is

starts at 2:00pm.

well worth the drive.
Jonas considers satsuki azaleas to be one of his
specialties. He started us off by covering some
of the basics of azalea care. Since the weath-

SBBK Board Meeting is our meeting for
board members. It takes place the
Wednesday following the Monthly Meeting, and starts at 7:00pm.

er is warming up, make sure your trees are getting sufficient water. If the

Website Meeting SBBK is the meeting for

leaves are wilting, you need to water more, or if the soil smells bad with a

the website committee. Start times may

rotten smell, you need to water less. Jonas waters every day or two. He
2

vary. Zoom codes will be sent out prior to

the meetings.

June Recap—Continued
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keeps a layer of moss on top of the
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soil. If it feels wet, he postpones wa-
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tering. Azaleas love overhead wa-
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tering when not in bloom. The most
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common mistake in watering occurs
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and the tips of the leaves turn
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brown. Most people will then tend
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water-logged conditions that allow
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soil pathogens to grow.

Corresponding Secretary:

Depending on your micro-climate, your azaleas need afternoon (noon to 6 pm)

- open -

Newsletter Editorial Team:

when on a hot day, the soil dries out,

to water more heavily. This results in

shade or 40% shade cloth. Deciduous trees need 30% shade cloth. Keep your
trees out of high winds. Jonas has some azaleas in full morning sun and after-

Jerry Carpenter,
jcsf1090@comcast.net
Caroline Koss,
caroline@gregkoss.com

noon shade that do quite well. Rotate your azaleas, and the rest of your bon-
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are coming off, and your bonsai are going into a heavy growth phase, start
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with a liquid organic fertilizer (like 4-1-1 fish emulsion or Dyna-Gro) followed by

sai, regularly.
Don’t fertilize your azaleas the month before blooming. Now that the flowers

single digit (e.g. 5-5-5) NPK solid fertilizer. Jonas likes to use tea bags filled with
solid organic fertilizer. He starts fertilizing his trees in February when they first start
growing more vigorously. It is good to add fertilizer or a little vinegar to your
watering water. Jonas says his water has a pH of 9.5, which is pretty basic.
Most inorganic soil is neutral. It takes organic ingredients to make the soil more
acidic. Fertilizer can also have an acidifying effect. Cottonseed meal and fish
emulsion create an acidic environment. Jonas had trouble with vermin stealing
his cottonseed bags, so he switched to a liquid fertilizer. Then he had trouble
with his leaf color. Keep switching out your fertilizers until you find what works
for you. Gordon uses a weak solution
of liquid fertilizer once a week. If his
trees need a little more, he will put Dr.
Earth 5-5-5 on the soil.
Steve I. wanted to know the differ-

ence between satsuki azaleas and
regular azaleas? According to Jonas,
satsuki are cultivars of Rhododendron
indicum, and there are over 5000 cultivars. There are many, many possibilities of flower shapes and colors, leaf shapes and size, etc. They are all propagated by cuttings to preserve their characteristics. One of the major areas for
satsuki growers is around Kanuma city, and it is the source of the Kanuma soil
that is used to pot azaleas.
Sei Boku Bonsai Kai Inc.
Proud member of
Golden State
Adviser:
Gordon
Bonsai Federation
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Valerie asked about why flower petals have browning? Jonas says it is probably due to overhead watering, too much fertilizer right before blooming, or petal blight which is a fungus found in too wet conditions. Use a fungicide specific
for your fungus – check the label.

June Recap—continued
Continued—page 4
Some common pests on azaleas are aphids, thrips, scale and caterpillars. Aphids are best removed with a
sharp spray of water. Aphid excretions known as honeydew will allow sooty mold to propagate. Prevent aphid
and scale infestations by getting rid of the ants that bring them. Use an appropriate spray for thrips. Scale can be picked off by hand or use a horticultural
oil. Use Bacillus thuringiensis for caterpillars. If you have trouble year after year,
spray to prevent the problem before it occurs. Gordon likes using the Bayer
fertilizer and insecticide in one. Mike T. wondered if there is a reference book
that will tell us which fungus or pest we have? John M., Master Gardener, recommends The Master Gardener from U.C. Davis. Valerie likes the Western Gardener Pest and Disease that she uses. Jonas looks at the U.C. Berkeley Inte-

grated Pest Management manual, which is an overall good way to learn
about pests. J.T. related that you can get this on line. Also, local colleges and
county agricultural offices may be able to identify your problem at clinics
open to the public. If Jonas has a real tricky problem, he will use Waypoint Analytical Laboratory
(waypointanalytical.com) in Anaheim for a fee.
Jonas next showed us slides of some of his Satsuki bonsai. When your bonsai has about 80% spent or shriveled
flowers, it is time to remove all of the flowers. Use shears or your fingers to remove the flower below the ovary
(seedcase). Using shears is a more precise and faster method. You don’t want to damage the nascent buds
at the base of the ovary.
Now is a good time to do some wiring on your bonsai. Get some shape into your branches. Steve I. asked

what kind of wire? Jonas uses aluminum. Over these next 6 weeks, trees are setting flower buds for next year so
now is the best time to do branch pruning and thinning. He had an example of a tree that wasn’t that healthy
due to a scale infestation. He removed all of the flower buds and didn’t do any pruning. He will let it grow out
all summer with moderate fertilizing, and he’ll decide in the Fall if it can be pruned then. Even though it looked
fine, Jonas could tell that there were not as many leaves as it should have. The most common growth habit of
a healthy tree is to have 2 old leaves at the base of the branch with 3 or more shoots growing from there. Thin
the tree to no more than 2 shoots per branch tip. Mike T. wondered if branches are too leggy, will they fill in?
Yes, with proper fertilizing. Next February would then be a good time to trim the branch down to where you
want it. Try to do your thinning evenly over each branch to get even growth.
Jonas uses mountain moss (yamagoke) on the soil surface of all of his azaleas. When it dries out, it doesn’t separate from the soil underneath like sphagnum moss does. Azaleas are more likely to grow roots right near the
soil surface. Since you need to water to keep the top of the soil wet, you risk making the bottom of the soil too
wet. Using a larger particle soil at the bottom of the pot helps with this. One of the main benefits of watering is
the removal of stale air and the bringing in of fresh air. In response to a question about where to get yamagoke, Jonas let us know his on-line store, Bonsai Tonight has yamagoke in stock. If you don’t want to buy it, use
any chopped up moss. Another advantage to using moss on the soil surface is that it helps to lower the pH of
the soil.
Early in the year is the best time to do major branch pruning to give the plant longer to grow out. The Gondo
and Nakayama method for training azaleas is to let them grow and get healthy for 2 years without letting it
flower until the third year. Repeat. Rick Garcia cuts the flower buds off every year to emphasize the beautiful
foliage.
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June Recap– continued
The best time to repot azaleas is January or February. Immediately post-bloom is the second best time to repot.
Whenever Jonas gets a new tree, he likes to repot as soon as he can to see what he is dealing with – soil type,
rootage, etc. If he has to, he will bare root the tree. He will at least add fresh soil around the sides and bottom
of the pot. He likes to repot his bonsai every other year.

We would like to thank Jonas for such a comprehensive discussion of azalea care for this time of the year. Jonas ended his talk by inviting us to see his garden any time. He can be contacted at jonas@bonsaitonight.com
or phoned at 510-915-2025.

Kusamura
Bonsai Club
Plant Sale
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GSBF Special Event
2021 GSBF Bonsai Rendezvous
Hote Mission de Oro, Santa Nella, California
Saturday, October 2 - Sunday, October 3,
2021
We’re going to Rock and Roll in Santa Nella, California. And, in order to pull it off properly we need
volunteers starting on Friday, October 1st thru Sunday, October 3rd. There will be plenty of positions
to fill. Past President Rich Guillen set up a special
phone number below for you to call him.
Volunteers for the Bonsai Rendezvous are needed
in the following areas:
Set-up Friday, October 1st
Silent Auctions support
Demonstrators and demonstration support
Tomodachi (Friends)
Instructors for Bring Your Own Bonsai Tree
Critique
Bonsai Do It Yourself support
Tear-down Sunday, October 3rd

No registration fee and open to the public
•

Free bonsai demonstrations by bonsai experts both days

•

Free professional bonsai critiques - Bring Your Own Bonsai for professional input

•

Special room rates at Hotel Mission De Oro

•

Do-It-Yourself Bonsai work area

•

Vendors from California and East Coast in one huge location with trees and supplies

•

Silent auctions both days for quality bonsai and related items

•

Consignment sales opportunities

•

No Host Bar Saturday 5:00 – 7:00 p.m. (no sponsored meals this year)

Demonstrators -There will be seven free demonstrations, four on Saturday and three on Sunday.
Samson Adina, Scott Chadd, Paul Holtzen, Pauline Muth, David Nguy*, Eric Schrader, Matthew Walker
*Special demonstration early Sunday afternoon performed by David Nguy on a California Juniper
For further information if you want to take an active role as a volunteer for the event, contact Rich Guillen by
calling 831-233-1612 or email richguillen@att.net.
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Watering Bonsai Trees
By Jerry Carpenter
I was looking around for tips on watering bonsai during a drought. I used to do these kinds of searches for Golden Statements and found some links you may be interested in reading.
First is this article from Bonsai Empire: https://www.bonsaiempire.com/basics/bonsai-care/watering. I think many
of us just water trees every day. I do not with the exception of certain trees. Every other day, I water everything
to ensure the water/oxygen balance stays correct. You need to water enough, while watering, to fully exchange
the balance in the soil. I often skip some trees on cooler days, especially pines when I can see they are still moist
just below the soil line. Here is a significant text in this article:

“Never water on a routine: Keep a close eye on your trees individually to determine when each one

needs watering. Avoid watering all of your trees on a daily routine, until you know exactly what you
are doing.”
Often I observe what needs water and have a watering can with my hose draining run-off, and use it to spot
water certain trees. I have shohin and mame in Suiban pots have to be watered less. During a drought, use trays
under trees to keep up your humidity and retain water.

Sei Boku Bonsai Kai Inc.

Club Meetings
Our club meetings are currently being held online. The meeting is scheduled for the 4th Wednesday of each month, except for December. The
meeting starts at 7:00 pm and ends before 10:00 pm.
When we can meet in person our location is at the San Mateo Garden
Center is at 605 Parkside Way, San Mateo, CA right off the Alameda de las
Pulgas near Hillsdale Mall.

3rd Saturday Virtual Open Workshop 2-4 PM
Zoom Workshop is available this month.
It’s 2021 and we’re still sheltering in place until we can all get vaccinated,
but that doesn’t mean we can’t get together virtually! We are able to ask
and give advice, and although some of us stayed on for the whole two
hours, some folks just dropped in for a little while.
It’s a great opportunity to work on your trees and catch up with your Sei
Boku friends!

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86992887655?
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Contact Us
Send us an email or visit
our website for more information.

Sei Boku Bonsai
Kai Inc.
Visit us on the web at
http://seibokubonsai.org/

